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Background: Professional Education Program Doctors tend to cause stress on clinical students who are living it. This study aims to reveal association between workload in pediatric rotation and stress of clinical student.

Methods: This study used quantitative method with cross sectional study design. The population of this study is clinical student of Medical Faculty University of Lampung in pediatric rotation RSUD Abdul Moeloek Bandar lampung as much as 57 respondents and sampling by total sampling. Independent variable of this study is qualitative excessive workload and quantitative excessive workload, dependent variable is stress.

Results: This study shows that the major of respondents do not stres, while the perceived excessive workload of the respondents was in moderate, both qualitatively excessive workload and quantitative workload.

Conclusions: There is a association between excessive workload with stress on respondents. Quantitative workload significantly associated with stress on respondents.
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